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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Today's weather over the Gulf should be fairly mild. High pressure will remain in control over eastern and central sections with 
southeasterly winds at mainly moderate speeds.  Winds in the west will be from the E-NE due to a weak low well to the south.  
Tomorrow, a surface low will begin deepening over Texas, which will bring back southeasterly winds to the west.  Speeds will 
increase to fresh-strong, which will cause rough seas in some areas.  The low will move to the northeast and its cold front should 
come off the Texas coast Saturday evening.  Winds over the western Gulf will veer to NW at 20-25 knots as the front passes, and 
seas should build to rough levels. Significant wind shift warnings will likely be required. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The front will push through central and into eastern sections on Sunday; winds ahead of the front are expected to be strong and 
southeasterly, and seas will become rough.  However, winds behind the front may not quite be as strong by that time.  Model 
guidance is indicating that showers and thunderstorms, some heavy, may form along and ahead of the front mainly in north central
and northeast sections. Conditions should ease rapidly on Monday as high pressure moves offshore behind the front.  The 
circulation around the high will bring southeasterly winds back to the west by Monday afternoon, with E-NE winds further east. The 
high will continue to the east, and on Tuesday, southeasterly winds will be in most areas at gentle to moderate speeds.  A new low 
will be forming in the Plains Tuesday, and winds will increase in response over the Gulf, with moderate to fresh winds in the west.  
This low's front should move off the coast Wednesday evening, and it too may require significant wind shift warnings. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas
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This Evening’s Winds and Seas
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